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The 40th season of the German Archaeological Institute and the Swiss Institute for Architectural
and Archaeological Research on Ancient Egypt at Elephantine was carried out from October 21st, 2010
till December 17th, 2010 and from January 4th, 2011 to April 30th, 2011.
The primary focus was like the previous season, the Aswan Museum Project of the Supreme
Council of Antiquities, which is supported by the German Archaeological Institute in terms of its
design and by the necessary excavations prior to building activity. The secondary focus was
continuing the field work at the south-western part of the town enclosure that dates to the 2nd
millennium BC (Figs. 1–2).
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Participants were P. Kopp, C. von Pilgrim, F. Arnold, L. Borrmann, J. Budka, K. Chandler, R. Colman, J.
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The Inspectorate of Antiquities was represented by the inspectors for the excavations Amira Mohamed Sadiq
(winter 2010), Hala Adel Mohamed and Amal Sarif Tadris (spring 2011), and for the work in the magazines
Karima Mohamed Fahmi Mohamed (winter 2010) and Ahmed Awad Allah Selim (spring 2010). To them, as
well as to the general director of Aswan, Dr. Mohammed el-Bialy, we would like to express our sincere thanks
for their kind support and cooperation.
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Fig. 1: Map of Aswan, scale 1:50,000 (from E.G.S.A. sheet NG36B3b)
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Fig. 2: Elephantine excavations 2010/2011. 1. Area between the old museum and the annex, and
northern part of the garden of the museum (Area XXXVI); 2. Temple of Satet (New Kingdom); 3.
Area XVIII: Settlement of the Old Kingdom; 4. Area XIV: Town enclosure, south-western part; 5.
Area XXXII: Südhügel
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Additionally, the work on finds from earlier seasons was continued. This included studies of small
finds and lithic implements dating to the Old Kingdom, pottery of the Old and New Kingdom and the
Late Roman era, as well as residuals of a casting house of the 6th century. Of the Coptic Period a
workshop that produced stone basins of granodiorite and milling stones has been examined. The study
of architectural fragments of the various Graeco-Roman temples was continued; together with the
investigation of the foundation of the New Kingdom Temple of Satet.

1. Excavations in the garden area of the Elephantine Island Museum (Area XXXVI, Figs. 3–9)

Due to the extensions planned for the Aswan Museum on Elephantine Island, the German
Archaeological Institute continued the excavations of the last season in the areas that might be built
over in the future expansion. The work concentrated on the areas in front of the museum and the
annex. Minor investigations were undertaken to complete the excavations in the space between these
two buildings.

Fig. 3: Town enclosure wall of the 2nd Dynasty

The oldest archaeological remains in this area of Elephantine comprise the town and the town
enclosure wall of the 2nd Dynasty (Fig. 3). This wall is well known from the area of the Satet Temple
4

and the northern town1. It is constructed of three connected walls and follows the contours on top of
large granite boulders from near the Satet Temple to the northeast between the old museum and the
annex and continues to the area in the vicinity of the old magazine. There, in all probability, it turns to
the east and follows the Nile shore to the eastern corner of the early dynastic fortress. In its first phase
it consisted of two connected walls and in a second phase, still in the 2nd Dynasty, a third wall was
added on the inner side. This resulted in a loss of space in the settlement but was necessary because of
the steeply sloping gradient in front of the earlier wall. The town enclosure wall was built on the large
granite boulders, which were on a level sufficiently high enough to give protection from the annual
Nile inundation. As is found in the northern part of the settlement its height is always more than
94.50 m above sea level. A wall on the outside of the original town wall may well have been reached
by the inundation because it had to be built on a lower level in front of the granite boulders.
Additionally, a significantly lesser amount of building material was needed.
East of the town wall the contemporary 2nd Dynasty settlement is situated. In most areas it was
badly preserved due to sebbakhin digging and the construction of the old museum and its extension.
Only in one place were the antique settlement layers still extant to a height of 1.50 m. It is here that
three main settlement phases of the early to late 2nd Dynasty were preserved (Fig. 4)2. These
comprised domestic buildings with perhaps some workshops, but the few finds uncovered do not
allow for the specification of the workshop activities. Between the floor layers were numerous beer
jars but surprisingly only a small number of clay sealings.

Fig. 4: Settlement of 2nd Dynasty east of the old museum
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M. ZIERMANN, Elephantine XVI: Befestigungsanlagen und Stadtentwicklung in der Frühzeit und im frühen

Alten Reich, AV 87, Mainz 1993, p. 100.
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See for the adjoining area M. ZIERMANN, Elephantine XXVIII: Die Baustrukturen der älteren Stadt (Frühzeit

und Altes Reich), AV 108, Mainz 2003, pp. 20 ff.
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Between the annex and the old museum a structure made up of numerous granite slabs was found
(Figs. 3 and 5). It lies in front of the early dynastic town wall and may possibly be the substructure of
a causeway leading up to a town gate. During the Early Dynastic Period/Old Kingdom it may well
have been a landing place for boats south of the Hassawanarti rocks. From there could be found a
route going along a wadi, past a group of granite rocks with an Unas-inscription and after a curve to
the south it led to the granite causeway and to the town gate. Because of the altitude difference
between the wadi and the settlement it was necessary to build a way up to the gate in the town wall.
The highest Nile floods may well have reached 94.50 m above sea level. Parts of the construction
are below 94.00 m and therefore this causeway had to be built of granite slabs to protect it against the
water of the Nile during the inundation3. After the Old Kingdom the way was no longer in use and the
upper courses of its stones were taken away and used as building material. Thus the present height of
the remaining slabs no longer corresponds with its original height in the Old Kingdom.

Fig. 5: Structure of granite slabs between annex and old museum

From the late Old Kingdom onwards the depression in front of the causeway was no longer flooded
during the annual inundation. So it was now possible for the inhabitants of Elephantine to use this area
all year round and to build permanent dwellings and installations. In the area between the old museum
and the annex the oldest activities outside the town wall date to the 1st Intermediate Period4. The rear
wall of a house of this period was built in front of the Old Kingdom causeway. Another wall at right
angles and aligned to the north divided the area into an open court in the east and a house in the west.

3
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The lower parts of the causeway were under 93.63 m above sea level.
See also M. BOMMAS, Nordoststadt: Siedlungsbereich der 1. Zwischenzeit und des Mittleren Reiches

nordwestlich des Inselmuseums, in: W. KAISER et al., Stadt und Tempel von Elephantine, 21./22.
Grabungsbericht, MDAIK 51, 1995, pp. 141 ff.
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A triangular storage device was integrated into the corner of the house. The lack of a normal door on
the floor level made the room safe against mice and other animals.
In the court to the east were two simple tombs of very young children (Fig. 6). The older child was
about 2 years old, lying on its back with the head to the southwest. Two small faience amulets were
found near its neck. The other child was not older than 1 year and lying on its right side with the head
pointing to the southeast. A fragment of a faience cylinder bead appears to be the only grave good
given. After these burials, the area was filled with up to 10 cm of debris and a simple fireplace was
build.

Fig. 6: 1st Intermediate Period children’s tombs

This season excavations also commenced in the area in front of the museum’s annex. The area was
covered with a 3 m layer of building rubble from the construction of the annex. Beneath this was
another metre of sebbakhin debris. The general development of the area is similar to that between the
annex and the old museum in that the area is also situated in the depression between the two islands. It
was also flooded for some weeks each year during the Old Kingdom by the annual inundation. Only a
limited use was therefore possible until the 1st Intermediate Period. Above the expected building
horizon of this period are, like in the southeast, pottery kilns dating to the Middle Kingdom (Fig. 7)5.
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Compare P. KOPP et al., Report on the 39th season of excavation and restoration on the Island of Elephantine,

http://www.dainst.org/sites/default/files/media/abteilungen/kairo/projekte/daik_ele39_rep_en1_0.pdf?ft=all,
1.10.2011, fig. 5.
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Fig. 7: Pottery kiln of the 12th Dynasty
On top of this industrial area are domestic houses of the 12th Dynasty (Figs. 8 and 9). At least
partially untouched by sebbakhin digging are houses of three building levels. The domestic use of the
houses is indicated by the lack of tools or administration remains such as seals. In addition, a mill
stone was found in situ and in another level a semi-circular structure may have been a stable for sheep
or goats.

Fig. 8: Settlement of the 12th Dynasty
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Fig. 9: Town enclosure wall, in the background the settlement of 12th Dynasty with a concentration
of granites on the left side
South of the 12th Dynasty houses was a layer of granite stones (Fig. 9). They had a size of up to
80 cm. Partially they were covered by a wall of the 12th Dynasty and also they were lying on a floor of
the same period. It is therefore clear that they have been brought to this place during the 12th Dynasty.
It is likely that they were either part of a bigger structure that was destroyed in that time or just unused
stones for the building of a structure.
The youngest feature is a town enclosure wall that cuts the features of the 12th Dynasty and is
therefore of a later date (Fig. 9)6. As opposed to the Old Kingdom wall here, it is parallel to the Nile
and also surrounds the north-western part of the settlement of Elephantine.
Peter Kopp

2. The foundation of the New Kingdom Satet Temple (Fig. 10)

The investigation of the foundation blocks deriving from the Satet Temple of the New Kingdom
was continued (Fig. 10)7. The blocks had been discovered reused in the foundation of the Ptolemaic
temple but were not integrated into the reconstruction of the New Kingdom temple. The aim of the
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Further investigations will be done by the Swiss Institute.
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Participants: F. Arnold (Madrid), Mark Hofmann (Basel).
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investigation is to reconstruct the foundation of the New Kingdom temple, as far as possible, for
display at the site and also to gain additional information to better understand the temple itself.
A major problem in the investigation of the blocks is the fact that most were reworked in Ptolemaic
times frequently obscuring or obliterating traces left from their original use. The first aim of the study
has therefore been to distinguish marks deriving from the New Kingdom from those of the Ptolemaic
period. One indication has been the size of the tools used to cut the stone: as a rule, the masons of the
New Kingdom used an 18 mm wide chisel, while the masons of the Ptolemaic Period used a 5 mm
wide pick for cutting and a 40 mm wide chisel for smoothing.
The thorough study of the traces left on the 54 preserved blocks has led to the differentiation of
several groups. The first group of blocks derives from the layer of stones placed directly beneath the
walls and the pillars of the temple. A second group may be assigned to a second layer of stones placed
beneath the blocks of the first group. Several blocks cannot derive from either one of the foundation
layers and could originate from another building or buildings of the temple complex.
For the study of the Satet Temple, the blocks deriving from the top layer of the foundation is of
greatest interest. The top of each block was perfectly finished, while the sides were left in a rougher
shape. On many, the traces of abutting paving slabs can be observed. The blocks were joined by
wooden cramps of different sizes. On the east side of the temple foundation, the cramps are generally
27 cm long and 6–10 cm wide, on the south side 28 cm long and 4–5 cm wide and on the north side
28–31 cm long and 7–8 cm wide. The blocks vary in shape and height. Most are about 115–135 cm
long and were placed as stretchers. On the east and south side of the foundation, the blocks are only
85–100 cm long and were placed as headers. The blocks on the south and west side are generally 60–
62 cm high whilst those on the north and west side are only 48–53 cm high.

Fig. 10: Work on the foundation blocks of the Satet Temple
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On the top side of the stones the alignment of the temple walls was marked by deep lines.
Additionally, in some a water channel was cut. Apparently, the water flowing along the staircase of
the Khnum temple entered the New Kingdom Satet Temple from the south, passed beneath its walls
and exited the temple on its east side. Inside the temple the water flowed in an open channel and was
thus visible to the priests. According to the present state of research, the water seems to have entered
the temple near the east end of room C, then to have run to the west end of the room, entered the
sanctuary of Satet (E) from the south and finally exited in the east passing through rooms D and F.
Felix Arnold

3. A Late Antique stone mason`s workshop (House K20) (Fig. 11)
From January 8th to 20th 2011, the Swiss institute continued its investigation of the Late Antique
stratigraphy south of the Khnum Temple8. This season the work was concentrated on house K20 (Fig.

11). The house was originally constructed about 425 A.D. (Stratum 01) as a two-storied building
abutting the Ptolemaic house K19 (µ). On the northern side the house K20 comprised a courtyard with
a large bread oven. After the demolition of the inner temple enclosure wall about 475 A.D. the use of
the bread oven was discontinued and the owner of the house began using the courtyard as a stone
mason’s workshop. Apparently he made a living by turning granite statutes and bases from the temple
into household bowls. To accommodate his expanding business several additional courtyards were
added on the west side of the house making the house one of the larger buildings of the site. When the
military left in approximately 540 A.D. the destruction of the Khnum Temple house began in earnest
with the courtyards being pulled down. Soon thereafter the house was remodelled, but workshop
activity continued in the public space surrounding the house (Stratum 02). The house remained
inhabited in the early Islamic Period, probably until the beginning of the Ninth Century A.D. (Stratum
03).
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Participants: Felix Arnold (Madrid); Sebastian Olschok (Bamberg).
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Fig. 11: House K20

This season, the investigation of the courtyards on the north and west side of the house was
completed, including the study of the bread oven. Work continued in the streets north and west of the
courtyards. Inside the house a cellar was discovered and this will be excavated next year.
Felix Arnold

4. Chronology of the town wall

The Swiss Institute of Architectural and Archaeological Research on Ancient Egypt in Cairo has
continued the investigation of the fortifications of Elephantine. Excavations were restricted to a
limited extent and completed the work of the previous season in Area XIV at the southern edge of the
town. However, further analysis of the visible structures contributed to a better understanding of the
chronology of the phases C, D and E of the town wall which had been erroneously held to be a "postPharaonic" fortification.
The results can be summarized as follows:
After the New Kingdom, when the town was apparently not fortified with a town wall, a new
fortification wall was built in Dynasty XXI (Wall B). This wall was later replaced by a new enclosure
wall (C) that was built on the levelled remains of the preceding one on a much higher level. Since no
deposits attached to this wall have survived its date of construction was difficult to determine.
However, according to pottery sherds collected in the continuously deposited accumulations outside
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the preceding wall (B), Dynasty XXIV may be taken as a terminus post quem for the construction of
Wall C9.
Subsequently massive buttresses were added to the outside of wall C. As they were cut into the
outer face of Wall C these buttresses were obviously built in order to support a new enclosure wall on
top of Wall C of which no traces are left. Built on the sandy slope of the riverbank the eastern buttress
(D3) became unstable and further abutments were added (Wall E). Since a continuous sequence of
wind-blown sand has accumulated outside the fortification it was expected to arrive at further
chronological evidence through analysis of the pottery sherds from these layers. A vast early
Ptolemaic cemetery with simple pit burials along the wall has, however widely destroyed any
stratigraphic relation. Clean stratigraphic evidence was only obtained in a limited area in front of
abutment E4. Pottery sherds collected in the wind-blown sand attached to the wall can be attributed to
Pottery Phase III as established by D. Aston spanning the period from the beginning of Dynasty XXV
until the middle of Dynasty XXVI10. Thus, at the present state of work the construction of enclosure
wall C may be tentatively dated in Dynasty XXV, the buttresses D and later abutments E to Dynasty
XXVI when Elephantine regained its role as a border fortress.

In the second half of the season work was shifted to the area of the so-called Südhügel (Area
XXXII) where some further but poorly preserved remains of the fortification wall are visible beneath
modern excavation dumps. The area was cleared of debris and the uncovered walls and features were
mapped and recorded in order to prepare detailed investigations in the forthcoming season.
Cornelius von Pilgrim

5. The Early Byzantine workshops of Elephantine

In the context of the long-standing investigations of the Swiss Institute in the area of the Temple of
Khnum a new sub-project on “The Early Byzantine workshops of Elephantine (Aswan/Egypt)” was
started in cooperation with a team of specialists from the Early Medieval Department of the RömischGermanisches Zentralmuseum Mainz (RGZM). The scientific research focussed on two different types
of workshop:
J. Drauschke and Ch. Eckmann studied the residuals of a casting house where, during the 6th
century AD, copper alloy vessels had been produced. The work comprised the documentation of
approximately 5.000 fragments of moulds which are crucial for the understanding of the production
9

A. SEILER, in: W. KAISER et al., Stadt und Tempel von Elephantine: 23./24. Grabungsbericht, MDAIK 53,

1997, pp. 172–173.
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D.A. ASTON, Elephantine XIX: Pottery from the Late New Kingdom to the Early Ptolemaic Period, AV 95,

Mainz 1999, p. 162.
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techniques. The mould’s composition as well as the casting procedure could be reconstructed. The
whole complex is completed by fragments of melting pots and slags. Their documentation helped to
get a precise reconstruction of the processes in the casting house of the Coptic period, what is unique
within the Early Byzantine archaeology in Egypt.
The stone processing industries of the Coptic period have also not been the focus of scientific
research so far. F. Mangartz and S. Wefers worked on a different workshop that produced stone basins
of granodiorite. These have been found during the excavations mainly as semi-finished objects or
production waste most likely because they were damaged during the manufacturing process. The stone
vessel workshop was active at the same time as the casting house. It is obvious the stone material was
taken from the nearby ruins of the Khnum Temple. The different production stages of the vessels
made it possible to reconstruct the whole production process.
Closely connected with the vessel production was the research into the grinding stones from
Elephantine which have been manufactured mainly from the local red granite. Twenty eight milling
stones, discovered in previous seasons in surface debris, were recorded. Together with baking ovens of
the Coptic period crucial features of the food production have been documented.

Supplementing the studies of the workshops the research on the pottery of the Late Roman Period
was continued in the first half of the season. The work has focussed on the assemblage of pottery
sherds deriving from House K 20.

Additionally, the Swiss Institute continued the study of the pottery from the New Kingdom. The
work concentrated on the recording of assemblages of pottery sherds deriving from New Kingdom
layers that have accumulated above the exterior fortifications in front of the Middle Kingdom town
wall in Area XIV.
Cornelius von Pilgrim

6. Studies of the fragments of Ptolemaic and Roman temples

The study period on Elephantine in March 2011 constituted another stage of an ongoing research
project devoted to the study of fragments of Ptolemaic and Roman temples on Elephantine.
In the Spring of 2010 the scope of the study of remains of sacral buildings located within the cult
complex of Khnum, which had focused on fragments uncovered in recent excavation works, was
broadened to include fragments originally belonging to the Ptolemaic Satet Temple and its temenos.
Extending the range of studies was motivated by several circumstances: the liquidation of old lapidaria
located to the north of the Khnum Temple, studies conducted with a view to preparing a publication of
the Ptolemaic Satet Temple, and the launch of excavations in the vicinity of the museum buildings on
14

Elephantine. The material associated with the temenos of the Satet Temple is recorded in the general
register of fragments for study (GR) which numbers 804 objects after the campaign in spring 2011. It
is secured in a separate (upper) lapidarium.
In 2010 the final phase of studies on the Satet Temple and preceding kiosk has led to a consensus
on the dating of the latter, and a resulting shift of its construction date to the reign of Augustus. In
consequence, determining the location of fragments of Ptolemaic decoration whose connections with
the Satet Temple are not confirmed in a direct fashion became an important research topic.
Due to the need to clear up this research dilemma, studies on the fragments from excavations in the
vicinity of the museums remained an important element of this season’s work. The find place of these
fragments, which was at the same time the usual place of their re-use, is an important indication of
their provenance. It allows for their use as important sources both establishing the decorative
programme of the Satet Temple as far as style and iconography are concerned and signalising the
existence of accompanying buildings.
An especially noteworthy find from last season is a fragment of a granite portal (GR 804) closing
off the naos of the Khnum Temple. It is a valuable addition to the central left scene depicting the
offering of maat to Khnum.
In the last two seasons the multiplication of the number of decorative fragments associated with the
buildings from the temenos of the Satet Temple, especially those of irrefutable provenance, allows for
the identification of a large number of fragments found, or even registered, earlier. Beforehand their
original location was doubtful and they were not included in the previously distinguished groups
illustrating the phases of this temple’s decoration.
Thanks to the new examination of the evidence, it was possible to make progress in the
identification of fragmentarily represented decoration executed under Ptolemy VI Philometor, whose
stylistic traits were extensively imitated by workshops operating in the reign of Ptolemy VIII
Euergetes II.
The aforementioned forthcoming publication of the Satet Temple, of the kiosk that precedes it, and
of the buildings associated with the cult of the Nile flood brought about yet another research topic. It
has to do with the identification of an unknown building mentioned in early 19th-century descriptions
of the island, most probably connected with the nilometer of the Satet Temple. It leads to extending
the studies over a small group of fragments of unknown provenance. They include fragments found
during excavations conducted to the south of the Khnum Temple (GR 590; GR 594–7; GR 711; GR
712; GR 714–720; GR 726), fragments re-used in the Christian period in a building located across
from the “Pfeilerbau” on the riverbank, as well as fragments deposited in an old lapidarium located
between the courtyards of the Khnum and Satet Temples11. They allow a hypothesis on their
connection with the building known from the early descriptions.
11
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Elephantine, AV 73, Mainz 1996, pp. 75–79, cat. 5, 14, 40; cf. also pp. 14–15 and p. 145, cat. 27.
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In the 2011 season, as in every year, an important aspect of the research on the remains of the
temples of Elephantine was an overview of material unearthed during excavations in Aswan. The aim
of these systematic consultations is the identification of fragments of Elephantine’s temples, which
had been re-used as building material in Aswan at various times in history. It is more and more
difficult to distinguish these fragments because, as the excavated material suggests, Aswan was a
religious centre remaining under the influence of the priestly school on Elephantine.
Among the newly discovered spolia it was possible to identify the remains of the so-called

Baukomplex X, erected on Elephantine (field numbers: 1-67-00-1/ …). They include a fragment of a
wall decorated on both faces, whose blocks have been identified in the material from Elephantine, a
fragment of a so-called “calendar”, and numerous fragments of wall socles with floral decoration.
A matter which remains unexplained as far as the material from Aswan is concerned is the presence
of decorative fragments signed with the cartouches of Ptolemy VI Philometor, including a group that
is identical in style and iconography to decoration originating from the Satet Temple (4-5-0-1/1; ASW
184; ASW 217). Another important issue is the discovery in Aswan of fragmentary decoration by
Ptolemy IX Soter II (ASW 241; ASW 274; ASW 849) who was active on Elephantine.
It is noteworthy that on Elephantine the names of both rulers are found in decoration of the
northern cult complex (associated with Tempel Y) located near the Monumentaltreppe. This was a
convenient spot for Aswan to obtain building material.
Finally, a fact worth pointing out is the appearance of a group of fragments representing the
decoration of Tiberius (field numbers 10-2-2-1/ …), clearly alluding to the cult of Osiris Nesmeti and
exhibiting different stylistic traits than the decoration of fragments re-used in the Byzantine city’s
enclosure wall.
Ewa Laskowska-Kusztal

7. Stela of Merenptah (Fig. 12)
A sandstone fragment of a stela was found in the debris from a house of the late 19th century
(H164) where it was most probably used as a part of a wall (Fig. 12)12. The piece measures h. 41.6 cm,
w. 42.2 cm, th. 12.5 cm and has 7 lines of text. The left edge of the stela is partly preserved. The
incised hieroglyphs were filled with white plaster, which is partly preserved. The rest of the titulary in
the lines 1–2 dates the stela to the reign of Merenptah. The novelty is the extension of the Horus of
Gold name snxt Km.t (line 2)13. The cartouches in lines 3 and 6 should have the nomen of Merenptah,
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Find no. 39002A/n-16; Inv. no. K12306; Area XXXVI, see fig. 2.
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See commentary to the translation.
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but are illegible which could suggest that this is the result of erasure and usurpation14. The ends of
lines 5-7 were repaired with the plaster. The arrangement of the text with the titulary of the king
indicates that the original width of the stela could not be much bigger than 42.2 cm.

Fig. 12: Stela 39002A/n-16 (drawing P. Kopp/M.-K. Schröder)
14

About the erasure of Merenptah’s name by Amenmessu and following usurpation by Seti II in Thebes see P.J.

BRAND, Usurped Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor, in: P.J. BRAND, L. COOPER (eds.), Causing his
name to live. Studies in Egyptian epigraphy and history in memory of William J. Murnane, CHANE 37, Leiden
2009, pp. 28–48.
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Above the first line of the text a scene with the king and a god or gods should be depicted. The text
should start with the date and the phrase introducing the titulary: xr xm n „under the majesty of“. The
preserved text gives a part of the titulary of Merenptah (lines 1–3) with his epithets (lines 4–5) and the
speech of the king to the gods (lines 6–7).
The stela has a rhetorical character due to the fact that the preserved fragment contains only formal
elements. In spite of reference to Amon-Re (line 3) after the nomen, the text is addressed to a group of
gods, probably also to the local triad of Khnum, Satet and Anuket (line 7).
The activities of Merenptah in the Aswan region are already confirmed by monuments from
Elephantine15, a lintel16 and two later reused blocks17. This king also added his name to a royal statue
of Thutmosis II18.

Transliteration
(1) [... @ r] k A nxt H a m mA a .t [...

(2) ...] @ r nb w snxt Km.t w[ ...

(3) ...] d i a nx [ mry ] I mn-R a nb ns.wt tA .wy [ ...

(4) ... ms( ? ) .] n A s.t( ? ) sA A s.t( ? ) [ nsw( ? ) ] nsw nT ri mk Km.t sp d h p .w( ? )
(5) [s] r= f n= f nsw( y .t) i w= f m X .t [ ...]

(6) [ sA R a n X .t= f ] mry = f nb xa .w [ ...] d i a nx [ ...
(7) ...] p r.n= i m X .t= tn swD [ ...]

Commentary to the transliteration
(1) About 5–6 groups of signs are lost at the beginning of the line; usually the titulary was introduced
by the date and the phrase xr xm n. The width of the first line is supported by the possible
15

See S. ISKANDER, The reign of Merenptah, Ann Arbor, Mich. 2003, pp. 189–190.
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Louvre Museum, without no., see D. VALBELLE, Témoignages du Nouvel Empire sur les Cultes de Satis et

Anoukis à Elephantine et à Deir El-Médineh, BIFAO 75, 1975, pp. 130–132 and fig. 4 on p. 131, see also H.
SOUROUZIAN, Les Monuments du roi Merenptah, SDAIK 22, Mainz am Rhein 1989, p. 199 (121 a) and KRI VII,
p. 218 (108).
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For one reused in Roman times see LD Text IV, pp. 123–124, SOUROUZIAN, op. cit., p. 200 (121 c) and KRI

IV, p. 76 (nr 42 A). For another reused in the later Khnum Temple, Fundnummer F 292, see F. JUNGE,
Elephantine XI: Funde und Bauteile. 1.–7. Kampagne, 1969–1976, AV 49, Mainz 1987, p. 54, pl. 30 f and
SOUROUZIAN, op. cit., p. 200 (121 d). A third block is mentioned without any reference, see SOUROUZIAN, op.
cit., p. 200 (121 e).
18

Aswan Museum inv. 1086, see D. BIDOLI, Ausgewählte Einzelfunde, in: W. KAISER et al., Stadt und Tempel

von Elephantine, Dritter Grabungsbericht, MDAIK 28/2, 1972, pp. 191–193 and pl. XLVIII and G. DREYER,
Eine Statue Thutmosis‘ II. aus Elephantine, SAK 11, 1984, pp. 490–499, pls. 19, 20 and also SOUROUZIAN, op.
cit., p. 200 (121 b).
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reconstruction of the text in the next lines. Therefore the beginnings of the lines 6 and 7 seem to be
approximately the right edge of the stela.
In the Horus name the preposition after Maat is attested on a stela of Merenptah from
Hermopolis19 and an unprovenanced statue of Merenptah20.
(3) In front of the preserved, but illegible cartouche with the nomen of Merenptah should be the
cartouche with his prenomen.
(4) The epithet sp d h p .w “one who has effective laws” seems to be less common21 than sp d H n.ty “one
who has sharp horns”, but the traces of hieroglyphs suggest the reading h p .w “laws”.

At the beginning of the line single signs are readable. The epithets were introduced probably by nT r

nf r22. After this expression the epithets “son of Amon” and “born of” (a goddess) usually appear23.

(5) The traces at the beginning of the line suggest a reading sr. The possible presence of the expression

sr nsy t “to foretell the kingship”24 requires the emendation of nsw to nswy .t.

At the end of the line nsw b i ty nb tA .wy with the prenomen should be restored.
Translation
(1) [... Horus,] mighty bull, rejoicing in Maat, [...
(2) ...], the Horus of Gold, making Egypt strong, [...
(3) ...] given life, [beloved of] Amon-Re, the lord of the thrones of the two lands [...
(4) ... born(?)] of Isis, son of Isis(?), [king(?)], divine king, who protects Egypt, one who has effective
laws(?).
(5) He [foretold] for him the king(ship), when he was still in the belly [...].
(6) [Son of Re], his own beloved, lord of the crowns, given life [...
(7) ... says:] I was born of you, [...] assigned [...].

19

KRI IV, p. 27.4.6 (owl and anthropomorphic figure of Maat).

20

Louvre E 25 474, see C. BARBOTIN, Les statues égyptiennes du Nouvel Empire. Statues royales et divines,

Tome premier. Texte, Paris 2007, pp. 97–99 (cat. no. 46), Planches, pp. 134–137 (abbreviated variant GARDINER’S sign list Aa 15 and anthropomorphic figure of Maat).
21

Only one attestation by N. GRIMAL, Les termes de la propagande royale égyptienne: de la XIXe dynastie à la

conquête d’Alexandre, Études sur la propagande royale égyptienne 4, Mémoires de l’Académie des Inscriptions
et Belles-Lettres, Nouvelle Série 6, Paris 1986, n. 733 on p. 233 as an epithet of Ramesses III (KRI V, p. 34,16).
Compare with GRIMAL, op. cit., n. 1415 on p. 414.
22

Compare for example a stela of Seti I from Aswan, KRI I, p. 74.8.

23

GRIMAL, op. cit., pp. 152–163.

24

About this expression see N. GRIMAL, op. cit., p. 119 (II 6:4).
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Commentary to the translation
(2) The Horus of Gold name of Merenptah is nb snD a A S f “lord of fear and great of majesty” or snxt

Km.t „who makes Egypt strong“ 25. The latter can be extended by additional epithets. The Horus of

Gold name snxt Km.t appears next to the Horus name k A nxt H a m mA a .t on few monuments; on the
statue of Merenptah from Athar en-Nabi (Old Cairo): snxt Km.t [ ..] 26, in the Temple of Seti I in
Abydos in the form: snxt Km.t [ d r ..] 27, snxt Km.t d r [ ..] 28, on the fragment of the cubit rod from a

private collection in Paris: snxt Km.t nT r nf r s[ ..]

29

and complete preserved snxt Km.t d r p D .t 9 r d i .t

H tp nT r.w m mr= sn on the walls of the Bargue-Sanctuary of the Temple of Seti I at Qurna30. It

seems that snxt Km.t could have different epithet extensions; on this stela the next epithet should

have the form starting with w, for example wa f xA s.wt “who curbs the foreign lands”, a common
Ramesside epithet.
(2–3) The Nebty name is lost. Merenptah had four variants of this name31. The form xa mi P tH m X nw

H f nw and its longer variant32 are attested with the variants of the Horus and Horus of Gold names
appearing on this stela33.

(4) The epithet “divine king”34 Merenptah used on the Israel stela35.
(5) The referred god has to be Amon-Re.
(6) The plural possessive pronoun in the next line suggests here the presence of a group of gods. The
most probable the names of Khnum, Satet and Anukis should be restored here attached to the
epithet mry .

(7) The expression p r m X .t is judged to be used in the beginning of the Ramesside period and again

under the 25th Dynasty, replaced from Ramesses II reign by p r m H a w36. Here “by you” (lit. “from
your body”) has to refer to the gods mentioned above.

25

SOUROUZIAN, op. cit., p. 26 compare respectively G1 and G2 in J.

VON

BECKERATH, Handbuch der

ägyptischen Königsnamen, MÄS 49, Mainz 1999, p. 156.
26

KRI IV, p. 32.1.

27

KRI IV, p. 60.14.

28

KRI IV, p. 61.5.

29

KRI VII, p. 219.15.

30

KRI IV, p. 66.1–4. Note the mistaken reading at the end of the name by VON BECKERATH, op. cit., pp. 156–157

(G2) and S. ISKANDER, The reign of Merenptah, p. 257.
31

VON BECKERATH,

op. cit., pp. 156–157 (N1–4).

32

VON BECKERATH,

op. cit., pp. 156–157, respectively N3 and N2.

33

Shorter variant N3 see KRI IV, p. 32.2; p. 60.13; p. 61.4. Longer variant N2 see KRI IV, p. 65.15–16, p. 66.1–2.

34

About its meaning see GRIMAL, op. cit., p. 125, n. 340.

35

KRI IV, p. 16.6.

36

GRIMAL, op. cit., p. 101.
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The verb swD

37

in the Late Egyptian writing had to be a part of similar sentences like that from a

statue of Merenptah visiting Amon-Re, from Karnak38: swD = f n= f tA nb “he (=Re) has assigned
every land to him (=king)”39.
Edyta Kopp

8. Pottery finds as evidence for ritual activity in the 3rd millennium (Figs. 13–14)
During the 36th–38th seasons, excavations west of the Temple of Satet (Area XVIII) were devoted
to the habitations and structures in the immediate vicinity of the sanctuary40. This investigation was
carried out within the framework of the research cluster 4 “Sanctuaries: Form and Ritual, Continuity
and Change” of the German Archaeological Institute41.
Among the finds of these excavations, a considerable number of votive objects were detected in the
layers of the 3rd millennium BC. As a supplement, also the pottery finds were examined in spring
2011. After the ceramic of these seasons was sorted and dated in 2007–2010, the relevant pieces were
described and documented.
Several groups of relevant objects were identified. First of all, tall jar stands, functioning as altars42,
were found in this material as they were encountered in the temple itself. They are not part of the
settlement pottery of the 2nd Dynasty but appear only in the sanctuary and its adjacent areas. While
decoration is mostly absent from the corpus of the pottery of the 2nd–6th Dynasty, it is found on this
vessel type in paint or by incisions (Fig. 13)43. Also ovoid storage jars, that do not usually bear any
decoration by paint or incisions, may show such features. Such exceptions appear on Elephantine only
in the temple and its immediate vicinity, while they can be observed in other sites among burial
goods44.

37

Wb. IV, p. 78.6–17, esp. p. 78.11.

38

KRI IV, p. 25.12.

39

KRI Tr. IV, p. 21.

40

P. KOPP, in: D. RAUE et al., Report on the 37th season of excavation and restoration on the island of

Elephantine, in: ASAE 84, 2010, pp. 344–346; Report on the 38th season of excavation and restoration on the
Island of Elephantine, in ASAE, in preparation (see http://www.dainst.org/de/project/elephantine).
41

http://www.dainst.org/de/cluster4. The documentation of the sherds was supported by Nora Shalaby.

42

R. BUSSMANN, Die Provinztempel Ägyptens von der 0. bis zur 11. Dynastie, Probleme der Ägyptologie 30,

Leiden 2010, p. 144.
43

B. GINTER/H. KAMMERER-GROTHAUS, Frühe Keramik und Kleinfunde aus El-Târif, AV 40, Mainz 1998, p.

98, fig. 49.1, pl. 16.2.
44

GINTER/KAMMERER-GROTHAUS, op. cit., pp. 67–68, fig. 36, pl. 11.
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Fig. 13: Rim fragment of a jar stand with incised decoration, Exc. No. 37901C/m (debris layers,
stratum L, 3rd–5th Dynasty)

Direct indicators for the vicinity of the temple´s activity are vessels for libations. While only a tiny
rim fragment points to the presence of nemset-vessels, there is numerous evidence for hes-vases from
the temple45 and from the excavations in the strata to the west. Surprisingly, there is on the other hand
very little evidence for a special kit for the offering of incense. Only one fragment from the entire
precinct attests the presence of such vessels with a handle46.
Another group of vessels that has been absent from the pottery of the settlement and the necropolis
are the miniature dishes (Fig. 14). Such vessels are well known from the Memphite necropolis, from
royal and private burial ground but they may also appear in some provincial necropolis47. In the
necropolis of Elephantine they are not a part of the inventory. Except for one piece, they seemed to be
absent from the Temple of Satet and this example could have been interpreted as a lid of a small jar. A
group of miniature vessels was found in the debris layers of the temple. Since these vessels seem to be
restricted to the temple’s vicinity and lids, apart from the in the temple are made off mud, one has to
reconsider the occurrence of such vessels also in the provincial sanctuary on Elephantine; as they are
imported from the centre as a small scale parallel local phenomenon in small numbers in the

45

G. DREYER, in: W. KAISER et al., Stadt und Tempel von Elephantine. 5. Bericht, in: MDAIK 31, 1975, pp. 57–

58, pl. 26c.
46

For such vessels in combination with miniature vessels and nemset jars in a tomb context of the early 4th

Dynasty, see N. ALEXANIAN, Das Grab des Prinzen Netjer-aperef. Die Mastaba II/1 in Dahschur, AV 56, Mainz
1999, pp. 103–108, fig. 45 S31.
47

GINTER/KAMMERER-GROTHAUS, op. cit., pp. 82–83, fig. 42; for examples from tomb context of the early 4th

Dynasty, see ALEXANIAN, op. cit., p. 101, fig. 45, p. 155, fig. 63.
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framework of the insertion of royal cults in the temples of the gods in the province. Later on they are
attested a part of a foundation deposit of the Temple of Satet in the 12th Dynasty 48.

Fig. 14: miniature dishes, Exc. Nos. 37901M/g (debris layers, 3rd–5th Dynasty, stratum K) and
37901K/p (debris layers of 2nd–5th Dynasty, stratum K), scale 1:2
As in the first season in the area west of the temple49, several more examples of Levantine Imports
of the Early Bronze Age were found, mainly in the layers of the late 5th Dynasty, attested till the
middle of the 6th Dynasty. They may be interpreted as votive offerings donated by expedition leaders
heading to Punt and Byblos. In addition, for the first time an imitation of such a vessel was found in a
context of the middle 6th Dynasty50.
The vast majority of the pottery in the temple and its vicinity points to other activities such as the
distribution of food and its production and the relevant tools for the cult may be made of other more
precious materials than pottery. Nevertheless, a group of fragments can be isolated that points to ritual
activity and can only be found in the temple or its immediate surroundings.
Dietrich Raue

48

G. DREYER, in: W. KAISER et. al., Stadt und Tempel von Elephantine. 13/14. Grabungsbericht, in: MDAIK 43,

1986, pp. 110–113, fig. 15b–e.
49

I. FORSTNER-MÜLLER/D. RAUE, in: E.-M. ENGEL/V. MÜLLER/U. HARTUNG (eds.), Zeichen aus dem Sand;

Streiflichter aus Ägyptens Geschichte zu Ehren von Günter Dreyer; Menes 5, Wiesbaden 2008, pp. 127–148.
50

Exc. No. 36901Q/k, from habitation layer, middle of 6th Dynasty, stratum I2.
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